Many of us were born and grew up around Inle
Lake, amongst its diverse communities, unique
traditions and rare natural environment. We
are proud of our home and want to ensure our
children grow up with these same riches.
Inle Heritage is a not-for-profit organisation
that looks after the cultural and natural heritage
of the Inle Region, and helps it grow as a great
place to live, work and visit.

Our
Heritage
For us, heritage means taking care of what our
ancestors gave us, sharing it with others and
passing it on future generations in a better state.
For generations of Inle inhabitants, the natural
environment (natural heritage) and our unique
cultural identity (cultural heritage) have proved
our greatest inheritance.

Traditional
Lake
Architecture

At Inle Heritage's heart is a lovingly reconstructed
former Inthar home, which hosts exhibitions of
local artists’ works. Built from reclaimed wood and
modelled on the former home of Inle Heritage’s
founder, Inthar Heritage House celebrates the unique
architecture, and creative depth of the region.

Inthar Heritage House

The ground floor houses part of our Burmese cat
reintroduction programme as well as a gift shop
presenting original craftwork from local artisans.
Alongside our traditional restaurant, which spreads
over the veranda, balconies and rooms of the
first floor, is a recreation of U Saung’s room, now
sometime home for visiting residencies, and a small
library of writings about the region.
A quiet shrine located off the first floor veranda is
available to visitors. The central room of the first
floor hosts a revolving exhibition programme of local
artists work. Most works available to purchase –
enquire on the premises or contact us.

Inle's
Aquaitc Life

For centuries endemic fish and the iconic Inthar
fishermen have co-existed on the lake and we want
it to stay that way. Inthar means 'sons of the lake',
and the Inthar fisherman perched on the back of his
teak canoe holding his conical bamboo net (saung)

Fish and Fishing

and harpoon while rowing with other leg has long
been an iconic image of the people of Inle and
Myanmar.
Below them live at least 15 species of fish found
nowhere but here, and others only found in Shan
state. The most famous is the Inle carp, known
as nya-phein, which has a symbolic status for the
Inthar. Both of these unique phenomena are now
heavily at risk.
The relatively recent arrival of cheap diesel engines
and synthetic drifting nets is rendering ancient and
sustainable techniques obsolete. Historic fish stocks
are depleted and all endemic species, as well as
many historic species, are facing extinction due to
modern fishing, recently introduced invasive species
and lake water quality. We see this as a critical time
to protect and nurture these lake traditions and
wildlife, which define our identity and our shared
heritage.

Reintroducing
Burmese Cats

Inle Heritage initiated its pioneering project to
reintroduce Burmese cats to the country started
in 2008, with advice and support from the China
Exploration & Research Society, a Yunnan-based
NGO focusing on environmental and cultural

Burmese Cat Village

conservation.
Our breeding programme began with three British
bred and four Australian bred pedigree cats. We
have currently grown the Myanmar Burmese Cat
population to over 40 cats. From their origins as
court attendants, they have now become Inle
Heritage’s royalty, cared for and waited on hand and
paw.
Our team works hard every day to ensure our cats are
comfortable, cared for and unstressed. The cats are
fed dietary supplements to ensure the right nutrition
and have regular visitation by our vet. All nonbreeding cats are neutered and receive the requisite
jabs as standard, and breeding males are kept in a
separate enclosure.
If you are a qualified professional with reliable
practical information to support the care and
conditions we provide, please do not hesitate to
contact us.

Sharing
Knowlegde
Nobody can preserve Inle’s heritage on their
own. It belongs every individual in the area. It
is the history, customs and livelihood of each
community. It is the nature and environment
that we share.
Most of our staff were born and raised in the
Inle region, but we are still learning more about
our home. By learning from Inle communities
and visitors, and sharing what we know, we
can improve Inle’s visitor experience and help
communities to thrive whilst maintaining their
culture and way of life.

Building
Hospitality
Futures

Every year we sponsor around 40 dedicated young
students from the region and further afield looking
for a better future in hospitality.
Inle Heritage Hosptitality Vocational Training Centre
(IHHVTC) was established in 2013. It is the leading
hospitality training provider in the region, teaching

Inle Heritage
Hospitality Vocational
Training Centre
(IHHVTC)

transferable and sector-specific skills to dedicated
students who lack the means to enter the industry.
We admit students between the ages of 17-23 from
across all of Myanmar, but with a special emphasis
on the Inle Region.
We provide full-board accommodation for every
student, and should you feel money will be a
constraint, please contact us about our bursaries and
scholarships.Please note that this scholarship does
not cover personal expenses.
This is supported by visiting teachers and industry
experts. If you would like more information please
contact us.

Growing
Healthy
Crops
Good Farming
Practices

How food is grown has powerful consequences on
the health of the lake and of communities living here.
Fresh, naturally grown vegetables and herbs are
some of the most rewarding benefits of the fertile
lake environment.
Our gardens supply the freshest and most local
produce possible for our restaurant and cookery
school
They also serve as a model for good farming
techniques in an area where pesticide and fertiliser
use is a cause for some concern.

Respect
the Lake

Water is our most precious resource in the Inle
Region and we must make sure we don’t destroy it
now or for future generations.
Before our generation, Inle residents would readily

Wastewater
Treatment

swim, wash their clothes and even drink from the
lake.
Now with the population growth in the area,
continued poor sanitation and widespread chemically
intensive farming, the water quality has become at
risk. Chemical pesticide levels when last tested were
far beyond safe limits across the watershed, and
even contained chemical banned for their effect on
humans. This can be toxic to wildlife and humans.
Chemical fertilisers threaten eutrophication –
over enrichment of the water that can trigger
micro-organism bloom and lead to environment
asphyxiation. The swelling population and tourism
growth, combined with poor sanitation standards
furthers the risks of eutrophication through untreated
waste water, and also makes for a dirty and
unappealing lake water.
Our clean water programme seeks to address these
threats, initially through waste water treatment and
water quality monitoring.

Don't
Waste It
Waste Management

Careless waste disposal doesn’t just make the lake
and region look bad, it causes serious health risks.
Rubbish disposal has always posed challenges in the
remote or lake communities of the Inle Region.
General littering was not widely criticised
traditionally when waste was biodegradable. Now
imported goods have brought plastics and other
imperishable packaging to the region and the bad
practices remain.
Plastic or not, irresponsible waste disposal spoils the
clean water, kills plants and animals, attracts disease
to your area and makes a place look disgusting.
At our site we have information about proper
separation of waste products, composting
biodegradable waste and best practices.
We also run ongoing clean-up projects in the local
community where volunteers help out and help
spread the word around the Inle Region.

Discover
Inle Heritage

At Inle Heritage, visitors soon understand why we
are working to protect the health, multiplicity and
prosperity of the region. The inimitable beauty and
distinctiveness of our cultures, wildlife and scenery is
reason enough to come and experience this world.

Audio-Visual Room

In the Audio Visual Room, however, visitors are given
a behind-the scenes insight into how our initiative
operates and a chance to learn more about Inle Lake
and Inle Heritage.
Our long, wide benches accommodate viewers in
comfort, and a 20ft x 30ft projector screen does
justice to the extraordinary sites of Inle. Equipped
with laptop, microphone and speakers, a Region
Guide will outline the inspiration behind the Inle
Heritage initiative, and take visitors through the
details of how our funding structure operates, giving
them a chance to learn how their money is put to
work to protect Inle’s heritage and nourish and
promote the cultural and biological diversity of the
region.

Social
Business
The best way to support Inle Heritage is to visit us
and have a good time.
Preserving the heritage of the Inle Region is an
ongoing commitment so funding it must be
sustainable. We believe heritage efforts will not
work in the long run if they are dependent on
outside donations.
We want visitors to enjoy supporting Inle’s unique
cultural and natural identity. So we have set up
social businesses around things you like doing,
like buying locally made arts and crafts, enjoying
home-made Inthar cuisine, then learning how to
cook it or staying at our village bed & breakfast in
the middle of the lake.

Grandma's
Inthar
Cooking

Come and enjoy the finest real Inthar and Shan
cuisine on the lake – recipes sourced from our
grandmothers – served at breakfast, lunch, afternoon
tea and dinner.
When Inle Heritage opened its restaurant in 2009,
owner Yin Myo Su and chef Naing Win dug deep into

Inle Heritage Restaurant

their families recipe books for give visitors modern
twists on the region’s local cuisine.
Like our predecessor’s we use real food, grown
nearby people who take care of their land for future
generations. Imported foods with plastic wrappers
were rare then, and we make a conscious choice to
try to support responsible local farmers, give you
maximum freshness and not waste money and
energy transporting food.
As well as our popular lunches, we’re open for
breakfasts, afternoon tea and drinks on our shady
verandas.We serve dinner too, but be careful
travelling long distances on the lake after dark.
The restaurant are run as part of our social funding
model, so what you pay goes towards our heritage
work here in the Inle Region.

Original
Local
Crafts

Buy beautiful hand made goods and support the
original art and craft work of local artisans.
Looking for something genuine and one-off to take
back from your stay at Inle? Want to support Inle
Heritage? Or just love things that have cats on them?
Drop in to our shop.

Gift Shop

Inle is an area that is renowned for art and crafts.
But creative individuals do not always have a reliable
outlet to sell their work.
Our shop works with these individuals and other
disadvantaged groups to offer you something more
special and genuine than fake artifact and tourist
trinkets.
Revenue from the shop is split between the craft
producer and funding Inle Heritage’s work.

Learning
Inle Cuisine
Cooking Classes

Take with you something more than just souvenirs
and memories from Inle. Learn cooking Inle
traditional food and bring it back home to your
family.
Learn to cook as it was done by our parents’ parents,
traditions that have been well kept and enjoyed
throughout the years. Shan state is famous across
Myanmar for its distinct flavours and culinary
creations.
Within this state, The Inle Region’s fertile soils,
fishing stock and mix of cultural influences has
brought to it a unique repertoire of dishes.
Our cooking classes take you through our experiences
of sourcing Inle ingredients, some exclusive to the
lake, at local market. Then you will be learning to
prepare real traditional dishes exclusive to the region
either in our cooking classrooms or out as a guest in
the real kitchen in the local community.
The classes are run as part of our social funding
model, so what you pay goes towards our heritage
work here in the Inle Region.

Stay in a
House of
Stilts

Visitors can step right off the tourist track and
immerse themselves in Inle’s beauty, with our
boutique accommodation located in the heart of the
lake community.
Inle Heritage Stilt Houses comprises six bungalows
beautifully integrated into their surroundings.

Inle Heritage
Stilt Houses

The rooms are built on stilts in the middle of the
magnificent Inle Lake, furnished with traditional Shan
paper and locally woven fabrics, and surrounded by
our unique organic vegetable gardens.
Each room is built to the highest environmental
standards, from teak, hardwood and bamboo
and has been especially designed to serve as
both a personal retreat and a link to the stunning
surroundings. A private deck allows each resident
a prime view of the spectacular Inle sunsets, while
a wooden walkway connects the rooms with our
famous restaurant and lounge.
The solar-powered hot water, organic toiletries, wifi
and other modern conveniences are designed to
attend to a traveller’s every comfort, whilst keeping
our visitors in direct contact with the diverse cultures
of this unique Lake village.

Inle Heritage is a not-for-profit organisation and uses
proceeds from the businesses to fund other heritage
projects that do not make money.
This is how it is spent:
Inle Heritage Hospitality
Vocational Training Centre		

80%

Conservation Projects			10%
Agriculture Projects			10%
This covers around 70% of our current expenses, with
private contributions making up the rest.
Our goal, with the help of your visits to Inle Heritage,
is to reach full self-sufficiency by 2020.

Visit Us
Inle Heritage, Innpawkhon Village,
Inle Lake, Shan State, Myanmar
Stilt Houses
contact@inleheritage.org
+95 (9) 452 793 530
Table Reservation
restaurant@inleheritage.org
+95 (9) 4931 2970
Gift Shop Opening Hours
8:00 - 20:00

/inleheritage
@phyuley
@inleheritage
inleheritage.org
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